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IRS Targeted Harassment of Grassroots Conservative  
501(c)(4) Organizations  

 
By DB CAPITOL STRATEGIES PLLC 

 
 
Abstract 

In recent months, the IRS has sent letters to nearly 100 conservative grassroots groups 
that applied for 501(c)(4) tax-exempt status.  A large portion of the information requested has no 
bearing on an organization’s qualification for 501(c)(4) tax-exempt status, is without precedent, 
and the IRS has no basis to request such information.  The demand that groups identify donors 
is the most shocking part of this inquiry.  Not only does it have no bearing on an organization’s 
qualification for tax-exempt status, reporting donor information has a chilling effect on free 
speech.  The IRS has targeted nearly one hundred grassroots conservative groups and only a 
single non-conservative, “pro-Obama” 501(c)(4), indicating a political motivation behind this 
campaign.  Ironically, many of these groups have not heard from the IRS since they applied for 
exempt status as long as twenty months ago.  It appears that the IRS is trying to trap 
organizations that have organically evolved into inconsistencies between their original 
applications, any annual reports they may have filed, and their answers to the additional 
information requests.  Viewed in this context, the IRS’s campaign is a blatant, targeted assault 
on conservative speech turning what was once an application process into an audit.    The IRS 
needs to stop the harassment of these groups and DB Capitol Strategies is seeking to further that 
goal. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
About DB Capitol Strategies PLLC (www.DBCapitolStrategies.com): DB Capitol Strategies 
is a cutting edge campaign finance & political compliance law firm in Washington DC.  The firm 
includes Dan Backer, lead counsel on Carey v FEC (which created Carey Accounts and Hybrid 
PACs), and Steve Hoersting, co-counsel in SpeechNow.org v FEC (which created SuperPACs) 
and Carey, as well as a past General Counsel of the National Republican Senatorial Committee 
and co-founder of the Center for Competitive Politics.
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Summary 

 The IRS is targeting conservative grassroots organizations in an apparently political 
assault.  The recent request letters sent to dozens of organizations require unreasonable 
and highly intrusive disclosure and overly burdensome reporting by groups that are 
principally volunteer-driven. 

 The letters request “additional information” on a variety of topics, some legitimate, many 
not, but all requiring the burdensome retrieval and compilation of vast amounts of 
sensitive data, transforming the tax-exemption application process into an audit. 

 The 501(c)(4) application process allows the IRS to seek additional information so long 
as the information collected is necessary to determine an organization’s tax-exempt 
status.  Many of the questions asked in these letters do not meet this test and do not relate 
to an organization’s qualification for 501(c)(4) tax exempt status. 

 There is no precedent for such requests, as the information being sought is not generally 
required of other organizations and is not information required on annual reporting forms. 

 501(c)(4) organizations are permitted to engage in issue and candidate advocacy, so long 
as campaign advocacy does not constitute the organization’s primary purpose.   

 The demand that groups identify donors is the most shocking part of this inquiry, as 
it has no bearing on an organization’s qualification for tax-exempt status and reporting 
donor information has a chilling effect on free speech – so why is the IRS asking? 

 The IRS cannot use donor information to apply the gift tax to donations for an 
organization’s use on expressive activities, whether to issue or candidate advocacy, as 
that would be an unconstitutional restriction on Free Speech. 

 Questions regarding the past or future candidacy of an individual affiliated with an 
organization have absolutely no bearing on whether the organization is qualified for tax-
exempt status – so why is the IRS asking? 

 These IRS requests appear to be a politically motivated attack on conservative 
organizations.  The harassment must end and DB Capitol Strategies is seeking to help end 
it.
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The Facts 

In the past two months, many dozens of small conservative and tea party groups that 

registered under section 501(c)(4) of the Internal Revenue Code have received letters from the 

IRS’s Tax Exempt/Government Entities Division.  Many of these organizations have been 

waiting nearly two years for a response from the IRS regarding the status of their application, but 

were only given as little as two weeks to provide answers, though the IRS provides no timeline 

for processing applications.1  The letters request “additional information” on a variety of topics, 

some legitimate, but many not, and all requiring the burdensome retrieval and compilation of 

large amounts of sensitive data for a group of any size. 2 

The 501(c)(4) application process allows the IRS to seek additional information so long 

as the information collected is necessary to determine an organization’s tax-exempt status.3  

Many of the questions asked in the recent batch of letters do not meet this test and do not relate 

to an organization’s qualification for 501(c)(4) tax exempt status.  These requests are unusual 

and only make sense against the backdrop of two letters sent to the IRS by seven Democratic 

Senators displeased with the exercise of free speech permitted to non-profit organizations in the 

landmark case, Citizens United.4,5  These letters are only the latest attempt by Democratic 

                                                 
1 IRS, Where Is My Exemption Application, http://www.irs.gov/charities/article/0,,id=156733,00.html (last visited 
Mar. 21, 2012). 
2 Included in the Appendix are a sample additional information request letter and a comparison chart of questions 
asked of five different 501(c)(4) applicant organizations. 
3 26 C.F.R. 1.501(a)-1(b)(2). 
4 In a February letter, the Democratic Senators stated “[w]e write to inquire if the Internal Revenue Service (“IRS”) 
is investigating or intends to investigate whether groups designated as “social welfare” organizations, and thus 
receiving tax and other advantages under section 501(c)(4) of the Internal Revenue Code (IRC), 26 U.S.C. § 
501(c)(4), are improperly  engaged in a substantial or even a predominant amount of campaign activity. . . . We urge 
you to investigate these allegations and to seriously consider launching a rulemaking to prevent this type of abuse of 
the tax code.”  Letter from Michael Bennet, Al Franken, Jeff Merkley, Charles E. Schumer, Jeanne Shaheen, Tom 
Udall, and Sheldon Whitehouse, U.S. Senators, to Douglas H. Shulman, Commissioner, Internal Revenue Service 
(February 16, 2012), available at http://bennet.senate.gov/newsroom/press/release/?id=e7370d0a-a580-4571-97d6-
8d12171670f9. 
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lawmakers to chill the speech of independent conservative organizations.  Other attempts include 

the failed DISCLOSE Act of 2010,6 the DISCLOSE Act of 2012,7 the President’s Draft 

Executive Order on Contractor Disclosure,8 Congressman Chris Van Hollen’s lawsuit against the 

FEC demanding more disclosure,9 and a move at the SEC to demand more disclosure from 

corporations but not labor unions.10   

The IRS’s requests have become a major news story in the past couple of weeks, drawing 

much deserved attention and criticism.11  Republican members of Congress have sent letters to 

the IRS questioning the additional information requests sent to 501(c)(4) applicants.12, 13 These 

are the first steps in stopping the IRS from harassing grassroots conservative organizations.  DB 

                                                                                                                                                             
5 In a second letter in March, the Democratic Senators reiterated their concern and asked the IRS to make 3 specific 
administrative changes, stating “[t]he IRS should already possess the authority to issue immediate guidance on this 
matter. We urge the IRS to take these steps immediately to prevent abuse of the tax code by political groups focused 
on federal election activities.  But if the IRS is unable to issue administrative guidance in this area then we plan to 
introduce legislation to accomplish these important changes.”  Letter from Michael Bennet, Al Franken, Jeff 
Merkley, Charles E. Schumer, Jeanne Shaheen, Tom Udall, and Sheldon Whitehouse, U.S. Senators, to Douglas H. 
Shulman, Commissioner, Internal Revenue Service  (March 12, 2012), available at 
http://schumer.senate.gov/Newsroom/record.cfm?id=336270. 
6 S. 3628, 111th Cong. (2010); H.R. 5175, 111th Cong. (2010). 
7 S. 2219, 112th Cong. (2012); H.R. 4010, 112th Cong. (2012). 
8 See Perry Bacon Jr. and T.W. Farnam, Obama Weighs Disclosure Order for Contractors, Wash. Post, Apr. 20, 
2011, http://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/obama-weighs-disclosure-order-for-
contractors/2011/04/20/AFBw7qEE_story.html. 
9 See Paul Blumenthal, Koch Brothers, Chamber of Commerce Face Possible Campaign Donation Disclosure After 
Ruling, Huffington Post,Mar. 31, 2012, http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/03/30/koch-brothers-rove-fec-
campaign-donations_n_1392838.html. 
10 See Paul Blumenthal, Citizens United Reform, Requiring Corporations To Disclose Political Spending, Sought 
From SEC, Huffington Post, Mar. 26, 2012, http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/03/26/citizens-united-reform-
corporations-political-spending-sec_n_1380094.html. 
11 See, e.g. Jonathan Weisman, Scrutiny of Political Nonprofits Sets Off Claim of Harassment, N.Y. Times, Mar. 6, 
2012, http://www.nytimes.com/2012/03/07/us/politics/irs-scrutiny-of-political-groups-stirs-harassment-
claim.html?_r=2&sq=501%28c%29%284%29&st=cse&scp=1&pagewanted=all. 
12 Letter from Lamar Alexander, Bob Corker, John Cornyn, Chuck Grassley, Orrin Hatch, Kay Bailey Hutchison, 
Jon Kyl, Mitch McConnell, Rand Paul, Rob Portman, Pat Roberts, and John Thune, U.S. Senators, to Douglas H. 
Shulman, Commissioner, Internal Revenue Service (Mar. 14, 2012), available at 
http://finance.senate.gov/newsroom/ranking/release/?id=b49bd610-6a0f-4ea5-bea2-8ce37e2e5e04. 
13 Letter from Charles Boustany, Chairman, Subcommittee on Oversight, Committee on Ways and Means, U.S. 
House of Representatives, to Douglas H. Shulman, Commissioner, Internal Revenue Service (Mar. 1, 2012), 
available at http://boustany.house.gov/index.cfm?sectionid=82&sectiontree=23,24,82&itemid=765. 
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Capitol Strategies has been, on behalf of TheTeaParty.net, providing pro bono representation to a 

number of 501(c)(4) organizations to protect their rights and advocate for their tax-exempt status.  

We have also been bringing attention to the issue through numerous radio appearances. 

 

Processing Applications at the IRS 

Internal Revenue Code § 501(c)(4) allows tax exempt status for nonprofit organizations 

that are “operated exclusively” for the promotion of social welfare.14  The regulations define this 

as “primarily engaged in promoting in some way the common good and general welfare of the 

people of the community,”15 which can be satisfied through attempts to influence legislation.16  

Thus, 501(c)(4) organizations are permitted to engage in unlimited issue advocacy, so long as it 

is germane to the organization’s exempt purpose.17  501(c)(4) organizations are also permitted to 

engage in candidate advocacy, provided it does not constitute the organization’s primary 

activity.18  However, there is not a clear definition of how much candidate advocacy would 

constitute the organization’s primary activity.19   

To apply for 501(c)(4) status, an organization must file Form 1024 with the IRS.20  The 

form requires information regarding an organization’s activities, organizational structure, and 

                                                 
14 26 U.S.C. § 501 (c)(4)(a). 
15 26 C.F.R. § 1.501(c)(4)-1(a)(2)(i). 
16 Rev. Rul. 68-656, 1968-2 C.B. 216. 
17 Id.; See 26 C.F.R. § 1.501(c)(4)-1(a)(2). 
18 See Id. § 1.501(c)(4)-1(a)(2)(ii) (cross referencing § 1.501(c)(3)-1(c)(3)(ii) or (iv)); Rev. Rul. 81-95, 1981-1 C.B. 
332; Rev. Rul. 2004-6, 2004-4 I.R.B. 328. 
19 See, e.g., Ellen P. Aprill, Regulating the Political Speech of Noncharitable Exempt Organizations after Citizens 
United 49-50 (Loyola Law Sch. Los Angeles, Legal Studies Paper No. 2010-57), available at 
http://ssrn.com/abstract=1727565. 
20 26 C.F.R. § 1.501(a)-1(a)(3); IRS Pub. 557, Tax-exempt Status for Your Organization, 51 (Nov. 29, 2011). 
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financial data.21  The processing time for most tax-exempt status applications is approximately 

90 days.22  Some applications, though, are identified as requiring further development and will 

receive sent additional information requests.  There is no stated processing time for such 

applications.23   

The IRS has the authority to ask for information in addition to that required by the Form 

1024 application, but only so long as it is necessary for a proper determination of tax 

exemption.24  The IRS does not have authority to ask for additional information that is 

irrelevant to the determination of exempt status.25  In addition to the application, 501(c)(4) 

organizations must file annual reports with the IRS, even while an organization’s exempt status 

application is still pending,26 the content of which varies depending on size of the organization.27  

While  501(c)(4) organizations with more than $50,000 in annual gross receipts are required to 

report donors of $5,000 or more to the IRS on Schedule B of Form 990 or Form 990-EZ,28  that 

information is not required to be publically disclosed.29  Organizations with $50,000 or less in 

annual gross receipts are only required to file a Form 900-N, which requires minimal reporting 

and does not require disclosure of donor information.30 

                                                 
21 IRS Form 1024, Application for Recognition of Exemption Under Section 501(a), available at 
http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/f1024.pdf. 
22 IRS, Where Is My Exemption Application, http://www.irs.gov/charities/article/0,,id=156733,00.html (last visited 
Mar. 21, 2012). 
23 Id. 
24 26 C.F.R. 1.501(a)-1(b)(2). 
25 See Id. 
26 IRS, Tax Law Compliance Before Exempt Status Is Recognized, 
http://www.irs.gov/charities/article/0,,id=156389,00.html (last visited Mar. 21, 2012). 
27 See 26 U.S.C. § 6033; 26 C.F.R. §§ 1.6033-2, 1.6033-6. 
28 Id. § 1.6033-2(f). 
29 26 U.S.C. § 6104(d)(3); 26 C.F.R. § 301.6104(d)-1(b)(4)(ii). 
30 26 U.S.C. § 6033(i); 26 C.F.R. § 1.6033-6. 
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The IRS Should Not Be a Political Weapon 

It appears that the IRS is being pushed into harassing Conservative organizations by 

Democratic operatives and the Democratic administration, as part of a larger attempt by 

Democrats to force unconstitutional disclosure and for use in targeting Conservative groups and 

harassing Conservative donors.  The IRS has been pushed by House and Senate Democrats – the 

same Democrats behind the DISCLOSE Act of 2010, the DISCLOSE Act of 2012, and Van 

Hollen v. FEC – to crack down on the lawful activities of 501(c)(4) organizations and these 

Democrats are threatening legislative action if the IRS fails to pursue purely political 

administrative action.31  At the same time, Democratic operatives are working with the Center 

for Accountability to force the SEC to require corporations to disclose all their contribution 

information.32  Democrats are also currently pushing the FCC to mandate disclosure of 

information regarding the funding of political commercials.33  Taken together, the IRS’s recent 

additional information requests can be viewed as part of the larger politically motivated attack on 

conservative organizations and on citizens as they exercise their rights to engage in public life, 

free speech, and free association. 

There is a clear lack of transparency in the IRS tax-exempt application system, 

demonstrated by the IRS’s current unreasonable inquiries.  The most worrisome aspect of these 

                                                 
31 See supra pp. 3-4 and notes 4 and 5. 
32 Paul Gigot, Opinion: The New Liberal Assault Weapon, Wall St. J., Mar. 19, 2012, 
http://online.wsj.com/video/opinion-the-new-liberal-assault-weapon/D4524827-2024-46C6-A0AB-
F2F8FB616B28.html. 
33 See Brendan Sasso, Lawmaker Questions FCC Rule on Political Ads, The Hill, Mar. 19, 2012, 
http://thehill.com/blogs/hillicon-valley/technology/216757-lawmaker-questions-fccs-political-disclosure-rules; Press 
Release, Sen. Sheldon Whitehouse, Senate Democrats Form Working Group to Craft New Response to Rise of 
Super PACs and Unlimited Spending by Outside Groups (Mar. 13, 2012) (stating Senators Have Already Urged 
Action By IRS, FEC, FCC—Now Planning Legislative Remedy As Well), available at 
http://whitehouse.senate.gov/newsroom/press/release/?id=7411E314-5BA9-45A2-8689-ED4E2675277C. 
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additional information requests is the demand for donor disclosure and its chilling effect on free 

speech.  The IRS has no authority to ask many of these questions – including questions regarding 

the candidacy status of individuals associated with the organization – as such questions have no 

bearing on the organization’s qualification for tax-exempt status.  The timing of the requests and 

the fact that organizations have had to wait almost two years for a response allows the IRS to 

play a game of “gotcha”.  Furthermore, these questions are not being asked of other 

organizations as part of routine reporting and they require overly burdensome reporting by 

mostly volunteer-driven organizations.  Viewed in this light, the IRS inquiries appear to be a 

politically motivated attack against conservative grassroots organizations. 

The IRS request for these groups to disclose the identities of their donors is the most 

shocking part of this inquiry.34  In some cases the organizations subject to these requests have 

thousands of donors making small donations far below the $5,000 reporting threshold from Form 

990 Schedule B.  It would be absurd for such organizations to have to hand over lists of the 

names of all of their thousands of donors if they have donated less than $5,000.  Other 

organizations have just a few small donors.  Are they to be harassed for exercising their rights?  

Furthermore, the IRS does not have the authority to require disclosure of donor information, 

beyond that required by Form 990 Schedule B, when determining whether an organization is 

qualified for 501(c)(4) tax exempt status, as this information has no bearing on whether an 

                                                 
34 “Provide the following information for the income you received and raised for the years from 
inception to the present. Also, provide the same information for the income you expect to receive 
and raise for 2012, 2013, and 2014.  Donations, contributions, and grant income for each year which includes the 
following information: 

• The names of the donors, contributors, and grantors. If the donor, contributor, or grantor has run or will 
run for a public office, identify the office. If not, please confirm by answering this question "No". 
• The amounts of each of the donations, contributions, and grants and the dates you received them. 
• How did you use these donations, contributions, and grants? Provide the details.”  

Letter from Exempt Organization Specialist, IRS, to TheTeaParty.net, Question 14 (February 7, 2012) (on file with 
author and included in the Appendix). 
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organization adheres to the definition of a social welfare organization.35  Such personal 

information is given heightened protection by the courts and is not required to be publically 

disclosed.36   

The IRS does not appear to have any legitimate interest in requiring the disclosure of 

donor information.  Such donor information cannot be used to apply the gift tax to donations for 

an organization’s use on expressive activities relating to issue advocacy or candidate advocacy, 

as that would be an unconstitutional restriction on Free Speech.37  Perhaps the IRS wants to catch 

donors attempting to deduct donations as business expenses, but again that is not relevant to an 

organization’s qualification for tax-exempt status.  The bottom line is that disclosure of donor 

information is not necessary for a proper determination of exempt status and the IRS has no 

authority to ask for it.38 

Additionally, there is no precedent for such requests.  The information asked for in these 

requests is not generally required of other organizations or on annual reporting forms.39  A clear 

example of an irrelevant question is whether any board members, officers, or donors of the 

organization have or will run for public office.40  The past or future candidacy of an individual 

                                                 
35 See 26 U.S.C. § 501(c)(4)(a); 26 C.F.R. §§ 1.501(a)-1(b)(2), 1.501(c)(4)-1(a)(2)(i). 
36 26 U.S.C. § 6104(d)(3); 26 C.F.R. § 301.6104(d)-1(b)(4)(ii). 
37 See generally Barbara K. Rhomberg, Constitutional Issues Cloud the Gift Taxation of 501(c)(4) Contributions, 15 
Tax’n of Exempts 164 (2004) (arguing that application of the gift tax to donations made to 501(c)(4) organizations 
is unconstitutional as applied due to violations of both the Free Speech and Equal Protection Clauses). 
38 26 C.F.R. § 1.501(a)-1(b)(2). 
39 See 26 U.S.C. § 6033; 26 C.F.R. § 1.6033-2; IRS Form 990, Return of Organization Exempt From Income Tax, 
available at http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/f990.pdf. 
40 “Please provide the following information for your board of directors and officers . . . If you have a board member 
or officer who has run or will run for a public office in the near future, please describe fully.”  Letter from Exempt 
Organization Specialist, IRS, to TheTeaParty.net, Question 13 (February 7, 2012) (on file with author and included 
in the Appendix). 
“Provide the following information for the income you received . . . .  The names of the donors, contributors, and 
grantors.  If the donor, contributor, or grantor has run or will run for a public office, identify the office.”  Id. at 
Question 14(a). 
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affiliated with an organization has absolutely no bearing on whether the organization is or is not 

a social welfare organization qualified for tax-exempt status.41  So why is the IRS asking? 

The delay in processing applications is also a concern.  The extended amount of time 

between now and when these organizations originally applied for tax-exempt status allows the 

IRS to engage in a game of “gotcha” – catching these organizations in inconsistencies between 

their original applications and annual reports they may have filed and their answers to the 

additional questions.  Any inconsistencies, however, would simply be the result of the organic 

evolution in the organization’s operations or activities. 

The requests also require overly burdensome reporting. Organizations are given a very 

short timeframe in which to respond, generally only two to three weeks.  Yet they are required to 

answer a multitude of questions in great detail, which necessitates time consuming record 

retrieval and hours of work.  Moreover, they are not just providing answers, but making a sworn 

statement.42  This opens up the potential for charges of false statements in a situation where there 

is not a reasonable amount of time to fully reply to such detailed and onerous inquiries.  

Furthermore, many of the groups being targeted are small organizations with gross receipts of 

$50,000 or less, meaning they qualify to file the Form 990-N e-postcard rather than the full Form 

990, and therefore are not normally required to disclose such detailed information even in annual 

reports.43  Such small groups often do not have the resources to deal with such requests or 

consult lawyers or accountants to assist in the process.  

These requests appear to be a politically motivated attack on conservative organizations.  

The timing is suspicious.  The requests for additional information are only now being sent, 

                                                 
41 See 26 U.S.C. § 501 (c)(4)(a); 26 C.F.R. § 1.501(c)(4)-1(a)(2)(i). 
42 Letter from Exempt Organization Specialist, IRS, to TheTeaParty.net (February 7, 2012) (on file with author and 
included in the Appendix). 
43 26 U.S.C. § 6033(i); 26 C.F.R. § 1.6033-6. 
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during an election year, after these groups have been waiting as long as two years for the IRS to 

respond to their application for tax-exempt status.   

There is also a clear one-sidedness in the types of groups being targeted.  Nearly one 

hundred grassroots conservative groups have received additional information requests, while 

only a single, non-conservative “pro-Obama” 501(c)(4) has received such a letter.44  Despite this 

obvious unequal treatment, the IRS denies that politics played a role in its decision to scrutinize 

the applications of dozens of conservative organizations.45  However, little is known about the 

secret IRS working group that is spearheading this initiative.  It appears to have carte blanche to 

operate, but no one knows who is on it, who it answers to, or what its agenda is.46 

 

Conclusion 

The IRS is being pushed by Democratic Senators to target conservative grassroots 

organizations in a politically motivated attack.  The recent additional information request letters 

it has sent to these organizations require unreasonable disclosure and overly burdensome 

reporting.  The IRS has clearly overstepped its bounds, as many of the questions it is asking are 

not necessary to a proper determination of an organization’s exempt status, and the harassment 

of these groups must end.  DB Capitol Strategies has already begun publicizing the issue and 

providing support for the small organizations that are the victims of this campaign.  We 

encourage you to contact us for information on legislative, legal, and other activities in support 

of freedom.

                                                 
44 See Janie Lorber, IRS Oversight reignites Tea Part Ire, Roll Call, Mar. 8, 2012, 
http://www.rollcall.com/issues/57_106/IRS-Oversight-Reignites-Tea-Party-Ire-212969-1.html.   
45 See Michael Cohn, IRS Says Tea Party Groups Aren’t Targeted, Accounting Today, Mar. 26, 2012, 
http://www.accountingtoday.com/news/IRS-Says-Tea-Party-Groups-Arent-Targets-62108-1.html. 
46 See Janie Lorber, supra note 44. 
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Appendix 

Sample Additional Information Request Letter 
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Comparison of the IRS Additional Information Requests for Five 501(c)(4) Applicants 
 
 CVFC TTP Waco RTP 1 RTP 2 OLC 
Date Sent 02/03/12 02/07/12 02/01/12 09/17/10 01/09/12 01/26/12 

Date Due 02/24/12 02/28/12 02/23/12 10/08/10 01/23/12 02/16/12 

Time To Complete 3 wks 3 wks 3 wks 3 wks 2 wks 3 wks 

Number of Questions 16 16 20 17 13 9 

Asks for Donor Disclosure Yes Yes No No Yes No 

Questions and Corresponding Question Number: 

2012 Election Activity   20    

Action Items Sent to Members   6    

Activities For/Against Candidates  2     

Additional Activities 16 1   9 4 

Articles of Incorporation   3  1  

Association with Other Orgs 15 11  17 8  

Business dealings with Candidates 14 10   7  

Candidate Forums 11 6    7 

Candidate Questionnaires   12    

Candidate/Incumbent Ratings   14    

Citizen Lobbying    12   

Communication with Legislators 10     9 

Contracts   18    

Copies of Newsletters, Blogs, etc.  4 1 3   

Directors, Officers, Employees 1 13 4, 7 2, 11 2  

Events and Programs 6  10 5,6,7,8,9 3 6 

Expressly Endorse/Oppose Candidate   8    

Fundraising Activities 5 12  13   

Industry Conventions  5     

Influencing Legislations 9    6 8 

Issue Advocacy + Candidate Positions   15    

Membership 2    10 5 

Past and Expected Expenses 4 15 5  12  

Past and Expected Income 3 14 5  11  

Publishing Activities 7   4,6 4  

Relationship Candidate or Parties   17    

Sign page 1 of Form 1024      1 

Speeches by Candidates  7 7,11    

Sponsorship Agreements    14   

Support to candidates or parties   9    

Total Percentage Time & Resources    19    

Unrelated Business Activities  16  16   

Using Other Org’s Materials 12 8     

Voter Education 13 9 16    

Voter guides   13 10   

Web and Internet Activities 8 3 1, 2 1, 15 5 2, 3 



20 
 

Questions: 
CVFC 501(c)(4) (CVFC) 
1. Board of Directors and Officers 
2. Membership 
3. Past Income and Expected Income (Asks for Donors) 
4. Past Expenses and Expected Expenses 
5. Fundraising Activities 
6. Events and Programs 
7. Publishing Activities 
8. Web and Internet Activities 
9. Influencing Legislation 
10. Communication with Legislators 
11. Candidate Forums 
12. Using Other Org’s Materials 
13. Voter Education 
14. Business dealings with Candidates 
15. Association with Other Orgs 
16. Additional Activities 
 
TheTeaParty.net (TTP) 
1. Additional Activities 
2. Activities against Officers/Candidates 
3. Web and Internet Activities 
4. Copies of Newsletters, Blogs, etc. 
5. Industry Conventions 
6. Candidate Forums 
7. Speeches by Candidates 
8. Using Other Org’s Materials 
9. Voter Education 
10. Business dealings with Candidates 
11. Association with Other Orgs 
12. Fundraising Activities 
13. Board of Directors and Officers 
14. Past Income and Expected Income (Asks for Donors) 
15. Past Expenses and Expected Expenses 
16. Unrelated Business Activities 
 
Waco 
1. Web page and blog posts, newsletters, etc. 
2. Social media pages 
3. Articles of Incorporation 
4. Board roster 
5. Revenues and Expenditures 
6. Action items 
7. Agendas and minutes from board meetings and membership meetings with candidates in 
attendance 
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8. Candidates expressly endorsed or opposed 
9. Support to candidates or parties 
10. Community events or rallies 
11. Radio shows with candidates 
12. Candidate questionnaires 
13. Voter Guides 
14. Candidate/Incumbent ratings 
15. Issue advocacy vs. electioneering 
16. Voter education and registration activities 
17. Relationship with candidate or political party 
18. Agreements for providing goods or services, cooperative agreements 
19. Percentage time and resources devoted to all activities 
20. Percentage time and resources devoted to 2012 election 
 
Richmond Tea Party (Questionnaire 1) (RTP 1) 
1. Verify website 
2. Resume for members of governing body 
3. Newsletters 
4. Promotional literature (Activist) 
5. Events and literature presented (Activist) 
6. Literature developed and distributed (Community) 
7. Educational programs (Education) 
8. Materials provided (Education) 
9. Relation between programs and legislative actions (Education) 
10. Voter guides 
11.  Committee chairs  
12.  Citizen lobbying 
13. Fundraising 
14. Sponsorship agreements 
15. Social media 
16. Unrelated business income and activities 
17. Involvement with other organizations 
 
Richmond Tea Party Tea Party (Questionnaire 2) (RTP 2) 
1. Articles of Organization 
2. Directors, Officers and Employees 
3. Events conducted 
4. Publishing Activities 
5. Web and Internet Activities 
6. Influencing Legislation 
7. Business dealings with Candidates 
8. Association with Other Orgs 
9. Additional Activities 
10. Membership 
11. Past Income and Expected Income (Asks for Donors) 
12. Past Expenses and Expected Expenses 
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Ohio Liberty Council Corp. (OLC) 
1. Sign page 1 of Form 1024 
2. Hardcopy printout of organization’s website 
3. Hardcopy printout of social media 
4. Activities 
5. Associate group members 
6. Public events 
7. Candidate forums 
8. Influencing Legislation 
9. Communication with Legislators 
 


